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PROJECT NAME: Appalachian State University Lighting Lab
TYPE OF FACILITY: Educational classroom

LOCATION: Boone, North Carolina

PROJECT CHALLENGE
Jeanne Mercer-Ballard, an Associate Professor has 
been at Appalachian State University since 2004 
where she teaches courses in interior design and 
lighting design. From the beginning of her time at 
the University, Prof. Mercer-Ballard was enthusiastic 
about �nding a way to augment the interior design 
students’ curriculum in lighting design.

HUBBELL LIGHTING’S SOLUTION
Working with her colleague Alex Poorman, 
Associate Professor, the two coordinated with 
Hubbell Lighting to decide on which lighting 
products would be most suitable for the lab in 
Katherine Harper Hall. The goal was to create an 
elite learning environment that goes far beyond
the small demo panels you’ll see in the front of a 
typical lighting classroom. Choosing �xtures and 
luminaires from a handful of Hubbell Lighting 
brands, the wide-ranging portfolio of products 
includes numerous layers and types to demonstrate 
lighting in the room.

HUBBELL LIGHTING PRODUCTS
• Alera Lighting Plank linear �uorescent pendants

and Microlyne luminaires
• Columbia Lighting E-Poc, Serrano, Stratus

and Transition luminaires
• Hubbell Building Automation wHUBB® 
• Prescolite Architektur D2 LED downlight

From the Customer

“I know that for visual people, the best way 
to understand lighting is to see it applied. 
The teaching lighting lab has been a dream 
of mine from the day I started at ASU, and 
we’re all very grateful Hubbell Lighting 
agreed to partner with us to make this vision 
a reality.

–Prof. Mercer-Ballard

The lighting lab really helps me visualize 
what each �xture looks like and what sort of 
lighting it produces. Since interior design is 
such a visual discipline, having the actual 
lighting products to look at as we learn is a 
huge help in understanding.

–Hazel Chang
3rd year interior design student 

Our lighting lab is a vital part of our lighting 
education. A connection to the products 
makes it easier to understand them and 
integrate them into design solutions.

–Hunter Smith
3rd year interior design student 


